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I. Introduction
The Yemeni Civil War broke out in 2014 following a failed political
transition in the aftermath of the 2011 Yemeni Revolution. The
Revolution had resulted in the ouster of former Yemeni President
Ali Abdullah Saleh, who had ruled North Yemen and—after North
and South Yemen joined—the Republic of Yemen, for more than
three decades. However, several groups—including the Houthi
movement in northern Yemen—opposed the new government
that had formed under Saleh’s former vice president, now current
President Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi.1 The Houthis attacked and
took over the Yemeni capital of Sana’a in the fall of 2014, and
several months later, Saudi Arabia responded with a military
intervention to re-install the Hadi government, resulting in the
civil war that continues to devastate Yemen today.2
Since then, it has been deemed the “worst humanitarian crisis
in the world.”3 Though the Hadi-led Yemeni government and the
Houthi-led insurgency are the central parties to the conflict, more
than a dozen countries have provided support to one of the sides.
Most importantly, a Saudi-led coalition of countries (the “Saudi
Led Coalition”), including the U.S., is backing the government,
while Iran is providing support to the Houthis. The respective
resources of the U.S., Saudi Arabia, Iran, and other countries have
contributed to the high rate of civilian casualties, the millions
of people at risk of starvation, and the widespread violations
of International Human Rights Law (IHRL) and International
Humanitarian Law (IHL) in the Yemeni conflict.4 In spite of this,
no party to the conflict has transparently addressed the number
of civilian casualties, nor the broader violations of IHL and IHRL,
resulting from their operations, and have instead denied their role
in the harms being perpetrated against Yemeni civilians.5

In the midst of armed conflict, civil resistance is often seen as
difficult, if not entirely unfeasible, to carry out.6 Civil resistance,
often also referred to as nonviolent resistance, is defined as “a
technique for waging conflict for political, economic, and/or
social objectives without threats or use of physical violence.”7
Civil resistance has a long history in Yemen, and was critical in the
2011 Revolution against Saleh—which brought together millions
of Yemenis across “tribal, regional, sectarian, and ideological
groups” in nonviolent pro-democracy protests.8 However, since
the start of the war in 2015, existing barriers to engaging in
civil resistance have been fortified and new barriers have been
erected. Freedom of expression—including freedom of assembly
and freedom of the press— has been severely restricted since
the outbreak of the war.9 The internationalization of the conflict
in Yemen has increased the scope, durability, and intractable
nature of its violence,10 in turn creating even more barriers to
more traditional forms of civil resistance, such as protests and
demonstrations.11 This has resulted in an anti-war movement that
is far more constrained and inconspicuous than the protest-driven
pro-democracy movement of 2011.12 Under this suppression of
free expression, the documentation of IHL and IHRL violations
has played a key role in the anti-war movement as a means to
maintain evidence—both within Yemen and internationally—of
the harms being perpetrated in the war.
Specifically, efforts to compile supporting evidence and
documentation of IHL and IHRL violations being perpetrated by
the warring parties constitutes a powerful form of resistance
against pervasive abuses of human rights and humanitarian
law. There is a diverse array of individuals and organizations

1. “Yemen Crisis: Why is There a War?,” British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) (June 19, 2020), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middleeast-29319423; “Global Conflict Tracker: War in Yemen,” Council on Foreign Relations, https://www.cfr.org/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/war-yemen.
2. Ibid.
3. Robert F. Worth, “How the War in Yemen Became a Bloody Stalemate —and the Worst Humanitarian Crisis in the World,” New York Times
(Oct. 31, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/31/magazine/yemen-war-saudi-arabia.html; “Global Conflict Tracker: War in
Yemen,” Council on Foreign Relations (last updated Dec. 19, 2019), cfr.org/interactive/global-conflict-tracker/conflict/war-yemen.
4. See “Yemen: Events of 2018,” Human Rights Watch, (2019), https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/yemen.
5. Ruhan Nagra, et al., ““Day of Judgement:” The Role of the US and Europe in Civilian Death, Destruction, and Trauma in Yemen,” Mwatana
for Human Rights, University Network for Human Rights, and Pax (March 2019), https://mwatana.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/Final-Design_Day-of-Judgment_Mwatana.pdf.
6. Ralph Summy. 1994. Nonviolence and the case of the extremely ruthless opponent. Pacifica Review 6, no. 1 (May/June): 1–29.
7. Maciej Bartkowski and Hardy Merriman, “Civil Resistance,” Oxford Bibliographies (October 27, 2016) (citing Gene Sharp), https://www.
oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199743292/obo-9780199743292-0194.xml.
8. Noor Al-Haidary and Stephen Zunes, “Powerful nonviolent resistance to armed conflict in Yemen,” Open Democracy (April 11, 2015), https://
www.opendemocracy.net/en/civilresistance/powerful-nonviolent-resistance-to-armed-conflict-in-yem/.
9. Moosa Elayah and Willemijn Verkore, Civil society during war: the case of Yemen, Peacebuilding (October 9, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1080/
21647259.2019.1686797 (“Protesters are not allowed to gather. All opposition newspapers and magazines have been shut down. Organisations
avoid publishing news about their programmes in traditional media and social media, as they fear this may lead to closure of the organisation. Denunciation of any decision or action by a political actor is interpreted as affiliation to the opposing party.”).
10. Johannes Vüllers and Roman Krtsch, “Raise your voices! Civilian protest in civil wars,” Political Geography (June 2020),
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0962629819302513?casa_token=GR_CLXWCfqkAAAAA:4L6JV7FHi9MHymVp9CaGnRdkKAHZ7YGm0dcKyz1ryI6_-HeXRZwp6GcCsqcpOoxbjfugIMxd.
11. Moosa Elayah and Willemijn Verkore, Civil society during war: the case of Yemen, Peacebuilding (October 9, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1080/
21647259.2019.1686797.
12. Ibid.
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contributing to efforts to document these violations, including:
professional organizations (i.e. NGOs and IGOs) that are
either specifically focused on documentation or are involved
in documentation efforts as a part of their broader initiatives,
such as Mwatana for Human Rights and the Sana’a Center for
Strategic Studies; individual activists and journalists who work to
document individual cases and shed light on them, particularly
through the use of social media; and networks of people, such
as the Abductees’ Mothers Association, that function as a
hybrid between individual activists, victims’ associations, and
professional organizations.13

attention to what is happening within the conflict.15 The challenges
to accessing accurate information in Yemen—due to both the
physical inaccessibility of affected areas and the repression of
journalism16—mean that accountability and even knowledge of
potential violations might be impossible without on-the-ground
witnesses taking on great personal risk to share photos, videos,
and news reports. In spite of these obstacles, individuals and
organizations have continued to creatively persist in anti-war
efforts.

The documentation of these violations serves several critical
purposes in the anti-war movement. First and foremost,
documentation supports truth-telling and memory-building—
which in itself serves an inherent value in allowing Yemenis to
command their own narrative of the war, in spite of suppression
by the warring parties. These efforts may subsequently help to
build alliances and support both domestically and abroad, as
documentation efforts demonstrate the truth of the violations
that are being perpetrated. Memory- and alliance-building
endeavors may ultimately also contribute to another goal of
documentation: that of attaining accountability and redress for
violations of human rights and humanitarian law. The efforts by
Yemeni civil society to document the harms of the war as they
occur are a powerful act of resistance and are critical to advancing
justice for the Yemenis against whom these harms have been
perpetrated, in whatever form that justice may ultimately take.

The documentation of harms perpetrated in the Yemeni Civil War
is key to truth-telling and building memory both within Yemen
and abroad, and is a powerful tool of resistance where many
other forms of resistance have been rendered impossible. Truthtelling is key to both ensuring that the population suffering at
the hands of the war is not left out of the current and historical
narrative of the conflict, and also in developing a foundation for
future accountability and redress efforts. Often, the history of the
oppressed is “suppressed, denied, or erased” by the oppressor.17
By engaging in documentation and truth-telling, Yemeni
individuals and organizations are ensuring that their narratives
are not completely erased by the warring parties’ accounts of the
conflict.

II. Documentation as Resistance
Prior to the outbreak of the war, documentation was utilized in
resistance efforts during the 2011 Revolution. Yemeni activists
made effective use of social media to document the abuses
facing protestors and to spread calls for “nationality unity” in
Yemen, which helped in both initially sparking the nationwide
protests and demonstrations and in growing the movement
into a national revolution.14 While demonstrations and protests
have, for the most part, come to a halt since the outbreak of
the war, the documentation efforts of the anti-war movement
and the dissemination of such information—primarily through
organizational reports and through social media—remain an
important tool for Yemeni activists and organizations to call

A. TRUTH-TELLING AND MEMORY-BUILDING

With respect to the utility of truth-telling for accountability and
redress efforts, documentation work in Yemen has primarily
focused on violations of IHRL and IHL. This has included
documenting and gathering evidence of “airstrikes, shelling,
detention, landmines, torture, enforced disappearances, attacks
on medical facilities and schools, denial of humanitarian access,
restrictions on the rights of youth, and incidents of violations
of the right of expressing opinions.”18 Efforts to document more
structural forms of widespread human rights abuses—such as
the intentional infliction of poverty or starvation19—are often too
challenging to document, leading to a greater focus on violations
related to specific physical attacks by the warring parties.
Beyond these legal frameworks, documentation is also an
important tool for narrative-building, which can be incredibly
useful to social movements.20 Narrative-building may help give
“coherence and directionality to rapidly unfolding events, [and

13. Interview with Kristine Beckerle, Director of Legal Accountability and Redress, Mwatana, 5/14/20.
14. Noor Al-Haidary and Stephen Zunes, “Powerful nonviolent resistance to armed conflict in Yemen,” Open Democracy (April 11, 2015),
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/civilresistance/powerful-nonviolent-resistance-to-armed-conflict-in-yem/.
15. Much of the available open source information from Yemen relies on social media posts by Yemeni activists, see, e.g., Bellingcat Yemen
Project, https://yemen.bellingcat.com/.
16. https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/05/yemen-journalists-at-risk-of-execution-must-be-freed-to-mark-world-press-freedom-day/
17. James W. McCarty III, “Nonviolent Law? Linking Nonviolent Social Change and Truth and Reconciliation Commissions,” West Virginia Law
Review (April 2012), https://researchrepository.wvu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1239&context=wvlr.
18. Interview with Bonyan Gamal, Accountability Specialist, and Ali Jameel, Researcher, Mwatana, 6/4/20.
19. “‘Hunger is a violation of human rights,’” Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, https://www.ohchr.org/
EN/NewsEvents/Pages/FoodCrisis.aspx; see also Larissa Alles, “Missiles and Food: Yemen’s man-made food security crisis,” Oxfam (December
2017), https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/bn-missiles-food-security-yemen-201217-en.pdf.
20. Joseph E. Davis. 2002. Narrative and social movements: The power of stories. In Davis, ed., Stories of change: Narrative and social movements. SUNY Press, Ch. 1.
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help] to constitute and sustain a collective identity.”21 The large
number of complicit parties in the Yemeni Civil War has made
documentation efforts all the more imperative, as each of these
parties has perpetuated their own narrative of events within the
war. If Yemenis are to be able to seek justice for themselves and
their country, they must take back control of their story.
Truth-telling and memory-building have been effective in other
violent and conflict settings as well, including in Egypt and Syria.
In the 2011 Egyptian revolution, videos with articles from citizen
journalism, blogs, and Google ad campaigns were all vital to
exposing the truth of what was happening.22 Activists focused
on spreading information amongst Egyptians themselves first
and foremost, as state media had attempted to quash any news
of the revolution from spreading.23 These truth-telling efforts
became especially vital after citizens caught the police’s arrest
and torture, and eventual murder, of Khaled Mohamed Said, a 28year old from Alexandria, on film.24 The video was quickly shared
and spread across the internet, and was published by news
outlets including Time, igniting protests across the country.25 This
ultimately paved the way for the police officer to be brought to
court—something that likely would have never happened had
activists’ efforts to disseminate the video been unsuccessful.26
Lara Baladi, a multi-disciplinary artist who helped to create
Vox Populi, a “transmedia project” documenting the Egyptian
revolution, stated: “During the 18 days of the revolution in Tahrir
square, photographing was an act of seeing and recording. Almost
simultaneously, because a photograph is intrinsically an archival
document, this act of resistance turned into act of archiving history
as it unfolded.”27 Similarly, in Yemen, the efforts of documenting
the harms perpetrated in the war serve several interconnected
purposes. Documentation efforts have, and continue to,
preserve the impacts that the war has had on Yemen and its
population. These efforts are also a means to share and spread
the truth (which in itself is a powerful form of resistance),28 while
simultaneously serving as a powerful archival tool in the building
of a collective memory bank. But importantly, documentation
efforts also have the effect of (1) helping to build alliances and
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support internationally, as organizations and individuals across
the world bear witness to these violations; and (2) contributing to
efforts to achieve future accountability and redress.
B. BUILDING ALLIANCES AND GAINING SUPPORT
While truth-telling may primarily be by and for the community
themselves—in this case, Yemenis—it also provides the means
for wider-spread advocacy efforts. Both through the use of social
media—primarily Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube—and through
the incorporation of evidence and testimony into articles and
reports, the documentation and dissemination of IHRL and IHL
violations is crucial to garnering support and building alliances.
While movement building, through the spreading of information
or otherwise, is crucial within Yemen, international support is
critical as well—particularly due to the nature of the war and the
involvement of such a broad range of countries and international
actors.
International support has been demonstrated to be key to the
success of nonviolent movements,29 and in a context like Yemen
in particular—an armed conflict in which parties from around the
world have contributed to unspeakable human rights abuses, the
need for international solidarity is all the more vital. International
support provides on-ground activists the opportunity to “amplify”
their demands, and can “pry open space for new issues, and then
echo back these demands into the domestic arena.”30 NGOs,
journalists, international activists, and foreign governments can
be vital in providing external support to the Yemeni activists and
organizations documenting the harms perpetrated in the war,
particularly through increasing visibility, through monitoring,
and through placing pressure on governments and international
institutions.
Raising visibility and awareness of Yemeni activists’ efforts—
whether through sharing their stories or their other forms of
documented evidence—is a key way in which international
actors can provide support to Yemeni activists.31 Media coverage
has been demonstrated as vital to garnering support for social

21. Ibid., citing Francesca Polletta.
22. “How Egyptians “Televised” the Revolution When the Media Would Not.” Web. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAyZ90XIJgE&feature=player_embedded.
23. Ibid.
24. Jose Antinio Vargas, “Spring Awakening,” New York Times (February 17, 2012), https://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/books/review/
how-an-egyptian-revolution-began-on-facebook.html.
25.“How Egyptians “Televised” the Revolution When the Media Would Not.” Web. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAyZ90XIJgE&feature=player_embedded.
26. Ibid.
27. Lara Baladi, “Archiving a Revolution in the Digital Age, Archiving as an Act of Resistance,” Ibraaz (July 28, 2016), https://www.ibraaz.org/
essays/163/.
28. Václav Havel and John Keane, The Power of the Powerless: Citizens Against the State in Central Eastern Europe: Citizens Against the State in Central
Eastern Europe, Routledge (2016).
29. Selina Gallo-Cruz. 2019. Nonviolence beyond the state: International NGOs and local nonviolent mobilization. International Sociology 34,
no. 6: 655-674.
30. Keck and Sikkink, Activists beyond Borders: Advocacy Networks in International Politics (1998), https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7591/j.ctt5hh13f.
31. Veronique Dudouet. 2015. Sources, functions, and dilemmas of external assistance to civil resistance movements. in Kurt Schock, ed. Civil
resistance: Comparative perspectives on nonviolent struggle. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. pp. 168-199.
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movements,32 though this is dependent on the media’s framing of
the movement. Reporting by non-Yemeni news outlets and NGOs,
particularly those based in the West, may be particularly useful in
building international support for the movement and effectuating
tangible change. U.S. media coverage of the Yemeni Civil War,
for example, contributed to the political pressure that led both
the House of Representatives and the Senate to pass resolutions
to block U.S. contributions to the war (described in more detail
below).33
Where journalists, NGOs, and individual activists utilize the
documentation work of Yemenis and incorporate them into
articles, reports, and other forms of advocacy, documentation
and evidence-gathering efforts may contribute to spreading
awareness and mobilizing people and communities outside of
Yemen to resist in solidarity with Yemenis. In turn, this may
place pressure on governments complicit in the war, such as the
U.S., to end their involvement in the war. The Yemeni diaspora
in the U.S., for example, has played a large role in advocating
for the U.S. government to stop their support to Saudi Arabia
(a key party to the conflict), including through protests across
the U.S.34 The pressure from activists and organizations within
the U.S., combined with U.S. press coverage of the war, led to
bipartisan resolutions to end military aid to Saudi Arabia in both
the Senate35 and in the House of Representatives,36 though both
were ultimately vetoed by Trump.37
Monitoring by non-Yemeni organizations that are supportive of
resistance efforts is another way in which international support
has proven to be particularly helpful to movements. International
monitoring organizations can “support nonviolent campaigns
indirectly, by engaging in fact-finding on the environment in
which civil resistance operates and acting as "witnesses" of
abuses of power against activists.”38 Organizations like Amnesty
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International and Human Rights Watch, for example, have
utilized the documentation efforts of Yemeni organizations in
their reports,39 which are published to much wider audiences
and may have greater influence on foreign governments than are
often accessible to their local counterparts.
Beyond pressure to end U.S. military aid, support and activism by
the international community for Yemen’s anti-war movement has
the potential to more broadly shed light on the violations of IHL
and IHRL being perpetrated by the warring parties and to help
advance efforts to seek accountability and redress. International
pressure in this space has the potential to influence the warring
parties themselves, or may push international legal and human
rights bodies to open inquiries to investigate possible IHL and
IHRL violations.
C. ACCOUNTABILITY AND REDRESS
In addition to building support and alliances, documentation
efforts are also key to seeking accountability and redress for
those who have been the victims of violations of human rights
and humanitarian violations. The warring parties have distorted
and denied the violations they have perpetrated, making
documentation efforts all the more critical to the advancement
of claims for accountability and redress. In this context,
documentation efforts can serve to demonstrate (1) warring
parties’ indifference to the civilian casualties and harm they have
caused; and (2) the parties’ false claims that the civilians they
have killed or harmed were in fact combatants, and therefore
legitimate targets.
The central parties to the Yemeni War have consistently claimed
that the individuals that they have targeted were combatants (and
were, therefore, legitimate military targets), even where there is

32. Kenneth T. Andrews and Neal Caren, “Making the News: Movement Organizations, Media Attention, and the Public Agenda,” American
Sociological Review (December 13, 2010), https://doi.org/10.1177/0003122410386689.
33. Danielle K. Kilgo and Summer Harlow, “Protests, Media Coverage, and a Hierarchy of Social Struggle,” The International Journal of Press/
Politics (June 19, 2019), https://doi.org/10.1177/1940161219853517.
34. Minnie Bruce Pratt, “Yemeni communities protest U.S. military aid to Saudi Arabia,” Workers World (August 27, 2019),
https://www.workers.org/2019/08/43440/; Mark Hicks, “Detroit rally protests U.S. role in Yemen civil war,” The Detroit News (August 23,
2019),
https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/nation/2019/08/23/detroit-rally-protests-u-s-role-yemen-civil-war/2090130001/.
35. “Senate votes to end US support of Saudi-led Yemen war,” British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) (March 14, 2019),
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-47564274.
36. Catie Edmondson and Charlie Savage, “House Votes to Halt Aid for Saudi Arabia’s War in Yemen,” New York Times (February 13, 2019),
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/02/13/us/politics/yemen-war-saudi-arabia.html.
37. Mark Landler and Peter Baker, “Trump Vetoes Measure to Force End to U.S. Involvement in Yemen War,” New York Times (April 16, 2019),
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/16/us/politics/trump-veto-yemen.html.
38. Veronique Dudouet. 2015. Sources, functions, and dilemmas of external assistance to civil resistance movements. in Kurt Schock, ed. Civil
resistance: Comparative perspectives on nonviolent struggle. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. pp. 168-199.
39. See “Yemen War: No End in Sight,” Amnesty International (March 24, 2020),
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2015/09/yemen-the-forgotten-war/; “Yemen: Events of 2019,” Human Rights Watch (2019),
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2020/country-chapters/yemen; Kristine Beckerle, “Hiding Behind the Coalition: Failure to Credibly Investigate and Provide Redress for Unlawful Attacks in Yemen,” Human Rights Watch (August 24, 2018), https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/08/24/hiding-behind-coalition/failure-credibly-investigate-and-provide-redress-unlawful.
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clear evidence to the contrary.40 This contravenes a foundational
IHL principle: that “in case of doubt,” individuals and objects must
be presumed to be civilian.41 Instead of presuming individuals
to be civilians, however, the warring parties have flipped this
presumption such that targeted individuals are presumed to
be combatants. By claiming that all individuals killed in strikes
are legally targetable, the warring parties have effectively
placed the burden on Yemeni victims to prove that they were,
in fact, civilians—a near-impossible task. This practice, and the
broader manipulation of core IHL principles, has empowered
state and non-state actors alike to shirk their responsibilities to
human rights and humanitarian principles. Ultimately, this has
contributed to a system that has made it incredibly challenging for
the communities impacted by the conflict to attain accountability
and redress for actions for which IHL would, doctrinally, clearly
indicate that a violation has occurred.42
Within this framework, it is all the more critical that Yemeni
citizens have coalesced to gather evidence and engage in truthtelling missions as a form of resistance where many other methods
of resistance may be rendered impossible or ineffective. Evidence
collection, including witness statements, photographs, video
and audio recordings, and physical evidence, are all necessary
and valuable tools for future efforts to achieve accountability or
redress for the harms inflicted upon individuals and communities.
Courts and tribunals rely upon evidence to assess and make
determinations regarding whether or not a violation of IHL
occurred. Therefore, the collection of evidence by Yemenis can
serve important evidentiary purposes in the courtroom, either by
being used directly or by being utilized by external investigators
and journalists to help build a claim.

5

Where witnesses share information and evidence they have
collected online, it becomes open source information (OSINT),
generally referred to as “publicly available information that
anyone can obtain by request, purchase, or observation,”43 and
increasingly in this context, through the internet. Open source
investigations draw on these sources of information with the aim
of reconstructing and understanding the circumstances on the
ground that surrounded a particular event. While open source
information, such as news reports or images that corroborate a
witnesses’ testimony, have to an extent always been a part of
investigatory processes surrounding legal accountability efforts,
the increase in information shared directly and immediately from
conflict zones today provides a vast pool of information that can
contribute to a case set forth in a courtroom.44
Though witness testimonies and on-ground evidence are not
always given the gravity that they should be (particularly when
adverse to the claims of more powerful states and militaries),
international courts still rely heavily upon these sources of
information in assessing claims. While the fallibility of witness
memory may be one reason for the reliance on OSINT data and
analysis, OSINT constitutes only one source of information
contributing to on-ground investigations.45 Where Yemeni
activists have documented and gathered evidence of airstrikes and
harms inflicted upon the Yemeni population by warring parties,
these stores of information and evidence may later be critical in
achieving accountability within the international legal system.
And further, as discussed above, the international support and
alliances built through documentation efforts serve to further
mobilize thirds parties to exert pressure on the international legal
system to pursue measures toward the achievement of justice for
victims and against the warring parties.46

40. “Yemen: Hiding Behind Coalition’s Unlawful Attacks,” Human Rights Watch (Sept. 8, 2017), https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/09/08/yemen-hiding-behind-coalitions-unlawful-attacks# (According to Human Rights Watch, the Saudi-led coalition has “sought to avoid international legal liability by refusing to provide information on their role in alleged unlawful airstrikes in Yemen.” In an investigation into several
of its attacks, Human Rights Watch found that the Saudi-Led Coalition had denied the existence of dozens of civilian casualties, and in most
cases were not willing “to conduct serious investigations into alleged violations of the laws of war.”); SAA10009 - Dahyan Bus Bombing, Bellingcat Yemen Project (April 30, 2019), https://yemen.bellingcat.com/investigations/saa10009-dahyan-bus-bombing (In several documented
cases, the coalition has often asserted false evidence regarding their compliance with IHL, in one case even asserting that their targeting of
a school bus full of children was not targeting children because “children do not go to school during the summer”—an attack they eventually
admitted to after international condemnation.)
41. Additional Protocol I, Article 50(1) (1977) states: “In case of doubt whether a person is a civilian, that person shall be considered to be a civilian;” Additional Protocol I, Article 52(3) (1977) states: “In case of doubt whether an object which is normally dedicated to civilian purposes,
such as a place of worship, a house or other dwelling or a school, is being used to make an effective contribution to military action, it shall be
presumed not to be so used.”
42. Kristine Beckerle, “Hiding Behind the Coalition: Failure to Credibly Investigate and Provide Redress for Unlawful Attacks in Yemen,” Human Rights Watch (August 24, 2018), https://www.hrw.org/report/2018/08/24/hiding-behind-coalition/failure-credibly-investigate-and-provide-redress-unlawful.

43. Intelligence Community Directive Number 301, National Open Source Enterprise (July 11, 2006), https://fas.org/irp/dni/icd/icd-301.pdf.
44. Nikita Mehandru and Alexa Koenig, “Open Source Evidence and the International Criminal Court,” Harvard Human Rights Journal (April 15,
2019), https://harvardhrj.com/2019/04/open-source-evidence-and-the-international-criminal-court/.
45. Interview with Nick Waters, Senior Investigator, Bellingcat, 4/3/20.
46. “UN Rights Council: Renew Yemen Inquiry,” Human Rights Watch (September 24, 2018), https://www.hrw.org/news/2018/09/24/
un-rights-council-renew-yemen-inquiry.
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III. Conclusion
Civil resistance in the context of armed conflict may appear
drastically different than our conventional conceptions of
resistance47 (e.g., protests and demonstrations). However,
resistance still plays a critical role in armed conflict—even in
one as violent and protracted as the Yemeni Civil War. As the
warring parties continue to deny the harms they’ve perpetrated
upon Yemeni civilians,48 and by placing the burden of proof onto
civilians to substantiate the violations of IHRL and IHL they have
suffered, the parties to the conflict are denying Yemenis the
right to dictate their narrative of the war that is being wrought
upon them. Documentation has become an essential form of
resistance for Yemenis both in reclaiming their right to that
narrative, and in seeking accountability for such harms. Yemeni
activists’ documentation of the impacts of the war serve as an
important tool for (1) truth-telling and memory building; (2)
building alliances and international support; and (3) attaining
accountability and redress.
As Baladi aptly put it, “Whether we remember stories from Tahrir
through the lens of images, films or other types of data, whether
they arise in our consciousness during a conversation or in a dream,
and even if each time we remember them differently, we continue
to resist by remembering and by interpreting the archives again
and again, nevertheless keeping our history alive.”49 As the Yemeni
Civil War enters its sixth year, and the assortment of warring
parties continue killing civilians without facing repercussions,50
the need to document the truth is all the more vital.

47. Isak Svensson, Jonathan Hall, Dino Krause, and Eric Skoog, “How ordinary Iraqis resisted the Islamic State, The Washington Post (March 22,
2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/03/22/civil-resistance-against-islamic-state-was-much-more-common-than-manythink/.
48. See Sudarsan Raghavan, “American and British bombs killed more than 200 Yemeni civilians, report says,” The Washington Post
(March 6, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/american-and-british-bombs-killed-and-injured-nearly-1000-yemeni-civilians/2019/03/06/4c17d233-b0bc-40c6-aa23-6f6fbeb611f7_story.html; Lucy Draper, “The Tragic Civilian Toll of Airstrikes in Yemen,” Newsweek (October 12, 2015), https://www.newsweek.com/tragic-civilian-toll-airstrikes-yemen-334496.
49. Lara Baladi, “Archiving a Revolution in the Digital Age, Archiving as an Act of Resistance,” Ibraaz (July 28, 2016), https://www.ibraaz.org/
essays/163/.
50. Peter Beaumont, “Death toll in Yemen war reaches 100,000,” The Guardian (October 31, 2019),
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/31/death-toll-in-yemen-war-reaches-100000.
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